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ABSTRACT

4, The background experimental work with explosive driven MHD generators is

I reviewed and the major parametric factors are outlined. Prev.ously unpublished

(4ata on the effects of the density and composition of gases originally in the

j channel is reviewed and it is shown that the major conduction path is through

the seeded detonation products and that the role of the aas is secondary. Un-

published data on experiments with bulk seeded charges is also presented. It is

shown that RDX charges surface seeded with more than 00 mg of cesium picrate

produced better results than any of the bulk seeded charges tested, which con-

Stained up to 25% CsNO A deleterious interaction was observed when bulk seeded
3.

charges were surface seeded with cesium picrate. Analysis of this data also

reveal& that the anomolously high internal inductance of the explosive driven

MHD generator .as reduced by increasing the seed level, meaning that the seed

1. effects both the plasma conductivity and inductance.

The effect of various circulating current systems on the explosive derived

I_ plasma slug are examined. It is determined that diamagnetic surface currents

coupled with a thermal ionization instability producing a OT-layer' can be

I. responsible for the maintenance of the plasma conductivity in the generator.

However, such a mechanism cannot be responsible for the initial conductivity

J observed in the vicinity of the explosive charge in the absence of a magnetic

field. The physical basis for this original conductivity is uncertain.

To de•monstrate the need for more data on explosive driven MUD generators,,\

designs aro Frosented for three interesting appliedtionst 5 MJ 100 tritrosecond

SI ~pulasu into a I ohm load; 30 NJ pulso 700 microsecondls long into )000- 20 ohm m

flash lampat an4 a coaxial switch for fast capacitor banks. The mo•a)or" un-

"j crtainty is the =xiua duration of the pulse which can be produced by n x-

pltnuiea driven MVI~ channel.

Th wrk on tw~o recent Air Force sponsored progrmi xloieMqI

rovive@d. It jg cem)cludad that tUe data taker, under Contract F136iS-?Z-C-i39S
doom not substantiato- the claim that the #easured conductivity of the seeded do-:t•n~a tIOft ptoiucs was batv@on 6ý5 And 12S0 ohalm, or that t~he qa# €cnucivity

•iincroaso with in-creasingte s.levelI (too It to 54. The thtorotical work undr

SContract F•)61S-72-C-104 is quostioneiý.s ho"vr, the exporiantal tork unmer

vi



that program using back-to-back channels facing a single explosive charge is

I ~viewed as making an important contribution to the explosive driven MHID generator

{1tcnooy
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FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN

EXPLOSIVE MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

For abouL fifteen years we have known that by passing the detonation

prjducts from a seeded explosive charge through a magnetic field that short

intense pulses of electricity could be produced. From the very beginning it was

clear that the conventional laws or receipes for describing the conductivity of

dense, low temperature plasmas were not applicable to the high-pressure seeded

detonation products. Early measurements {1,3} showed that the conductivity was

about 1000 mho/m which is about two orders of magnitude too high for thermal

equilibrium ionization of low ionization potential materials such as cesium or

potassium at chemical explosion temperatures.

In an effort to gain some understanding of this conduction mechanism we con-

ducted a wide variety of experiments in channels of different shapes; used

different explosive compositions; changed the chemical and physical properties

of gases surrounding the explosive charge and filling the channel; and tested a

variety of low ionization potential seeded materials in various chemical

compositions {(-7}. While we still do not have a clear theoretical picture of

the basic conductivity mechanism at higher pressures we do know that the success-

ful operation of the explosive eriven MHD generator depends intimately upon what

happens to the seed material on the face of the explosive charge and that it is

this explosive derived plasma that provides the dominant portion of the inter-

action with the magnetic field in the HHD channel.

in preparing this report we have had three goals1

a. To sumnarize previous work on explosive KHD tn one place so that those

who are willing to follow an Edisonian approach can take the available data an

design emplosive driven ilD generators to produce pulses of thi size and shapes

they desire with a high-level of confidence that these devices will perform as

designed. Why try to re-invent the wheel or develop elaborate new theories?

b. To summarize recent work by others 4nd to determine whether these

results co•tribute to the understanding of the fundamental problems in e-plosivo

MID0 and
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C. To clearly outline the fundamental problems and suggest areas where .

answers may be found.

To illustrate the magnitude of the problems and the benefits which could

result if the uncertainty were removed, we examine several potential applications

for explosive driven 14HD generators.

To summarize the findings of this report we conclude that not much has

happened in the past decade. There have been experiments U12) which showed an

increase in the chemical to electrical conversion efficiency, an experime.•t using

a superconducting magnet (18), and a small number of theoretical or analytical

papers (1-19}. After all of this time the two basic questions remain:

1. What in the high-density plasma conductivity mechanism, and,

2. How long can pulses from an explosive driven 14HD generator last?

In Section 3 of this report we conclude that circulating currents in the

plasma coupled with a thermal ionization instability (14) in the plasma are

probably responsible for the conductivity observed in the generator. It is also

speculated that the conductivity in the high-pressure, low temperature, plasma

may be described an due to overlapping wave functions 15). However, the more

practical problem of maximum pulse duration remains unresolved. The circulating

current models suggest that mup-h longer pulse lengths can be achieved, but

experimental verificatico is needed. -

.I!
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j 2.0 REVIEW OF EXPLOSIVE DRIVEN MHD POWER GENERATION

The first studies of explosive driven 4hD generators fl), were sponsored

by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) in 1962. ýhese studies,

which continued with an Air force sponsorship until 1966, were based on about

700 tests or shots in four different sizes of generators f2-7). In these testr

a wide variety of resistive and reactive electrical loads were used an-d a n40•

of physical and electrical pcrameters wer- investigated. Mefore Fprocoedir -ýn

this discussion, it appears appropriate to describe the explosive ,-•i•;,•on Y1-; ;w-n-

erator and review some of the findings from these previous stadies.

2.1 EXMLOSIVE DRIVEN HUD GENERATOR DESCRIPTION

The basic components of an explosive driven HIM generator are shown in

Figure 2.1. A seeded explosive charge is placed at the entrance to the MHD

channel. Detonation of the charge produces a moving "slug" of plasma which

1 travels down the channel with aý effective velocity, u. The channel has a trans-

verse magnetic field, B. The channel has a width, b. and an elec-trical sep-

!ration or height, d. Electrodes in contact with the movinq plasma. of lenath

tc# allow currents to be driven through an external load which has a load rests-

[ tance. Re , and an external inductaone, Le. In aidition to interactinq with the

magnetic field, the rapidly expanding detonation products interact with th- gases

f _.initially present in the channel inducinq shock heating aed pushing theo ,*ow.•

the channel. Als of 1967. a rather Clear PhYlsical Picturo of, what 4*03 CZ4 on 4fn

explosive driveen RH channel t: an to amrp

generator is a highly con4uctive plasa Povkng at About .6 xisec exwn the

channel. The cumiucting &an, a, is a few conti•eters thick near the eopuiastc

- charq., gro• nq; to about 0.2 ,P thick about a meter froa the chat#*. Noar tho

texplosive chargea co•ductivity, a. of about 1100 c/•n v" me•aured 1!.

The follovinq Sctioas sumJariae the obtt-vatioAs rolatitg to canaee in

I w;:as s:t mn that m or nine separate magnetic idutiots. r-f .2 to :.A

eAsIA, in three 4dfferent sized gettrators. the peak pav oltt SC4eo a* t1

square of the oanetic "Auction, a

1- 3
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GLNERALIZED MHD GENERATOR CIRCUIT



ji 2.2.2 Pulse Length

From six different sets of experiments with electrode lengths, Xe,

0.02 m to about 1 m, it was shown that pulse length varies approximately as the

electrode length.

2.2.3 Generator Size

Using data from three different sized linear generators, it was shown that

the peak power varies directly with the generator cross-sectional area if the

magnetic induction, plasma velocity, and seed level are equal.

2.2.4 Generator Load

It was demonstrated that there is an optimum load for a generator, and

that the placement of the load was important. Peak power was achieved when the

I. external load, Re, matched the apparent generator internal resistance, Ri. These

two observati- .-, corielated with a model where the internal resistance of the

generator. KI cau be described as about-40 milliohms per square of channel

cross-sectional area (which implies a constant oa product), and a model where

motion of the plasma slug either increases or decreases the inductance of the
generator. If the generator is connected in a manner such that the magnetic

field from currents in the electrodes adds to the static magnetic induction,

Be, the effect is equivalent to adding a negative resistance term of magnitude,

u d, to the equation describing the generator behavior. These equations are

discussed in more detail later in the report.

2.3 GASDYNAMIC PARAMETERS

These early tests clearly disclosed that the initial gas pressure in the

channel should be as low as practical, without causing electrical breakdown be-

tween the electrodes and surrounding structures. Tests using nine different

gases at pressures from less than 0.1 Torr to atmospheric pressure, showed that

the peak electrical poar output was essentially independent of initial gas com-

position, but depended primarily on initial density. Tests using helium, neon,

argon, and krypton showed slightly longer pulse lengths, which implied that

shock-heated gases ware playin4 rfmt role in the armature conduction mechanism,

but did not markedly change the peak pdwr output. A review of some of this data

is presented in Section 3.1.1.

.1 lectronsegativ* gases, such as SF or air, frequently gave better results be-

cause they pvevented electrical breakdown of electrodes to the channel

S~5



end-flaoges. It was quite clear that the primary conduction path for the current

was through the plasma slug and that operation of the generator was almost inde-
pendent of the chemical or ionization properties of the gases initially in the

channel. The major role played by these gases is that they represent a mass

which must be accelerated by the detonation products as they sweep down the
channel.

2.4 EXPLOSIVE PARAMETERS

Five different explosive compositions were used; PETN, RDX, HMX, PBX, and

Composition C-4, which is RDX with a mineral oil binder. The results appeared

to be independent of chemical composition, i.e., oxygen balance; and depended

upon physical parameters such as detonation velocity and energy release. The

explosive loading density investigated went from 2 to 16 Kg/mr of channel area
2

in seven steps. The optimum range appeared to be 12 Kg/m , i.e., further in-

creases in loading density did not increase the peak power output from generators

of the lengths covered in these studies.

2.5 SEEDING PARAMETERS

Three separate seeding elements were investigated; cesium, potassium, and

sodium, as picrates, nitrates, and chlorides. The chemical form of the seeding

compound was usually unimportant. Both surface seeding and bulk seedings were

investigated. The conclusions were that seed placement was important, i.e.,

surface seeding was apparently superior to bulk seeding. Additional data on the

subject of surface seeding versus bulk seeding is given in Section 3.1.2 of this

report. In most experiments, cesium salts and potassium salts gave almost

identical results. An optimum surface seed level was identified. Further

increases in seed levels did not incr..se the apparent conductivity, but slowed

down the expansion of the detonation products, thus reducing the peak current

generated.

2.6 MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS I.

At the conclusion of the above referenced studies, there appeared to be a J

clearly dWfined set of parameters which could be used to design explosive driven !

14HD generators to produce high-power pulses over a broad spectrum of pulse

le.aths. The major uncertainties at that time toret

1. What is the basic conduction mech•niam in the seeded detonation -

products?

6
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2. What is the reason for the apparent high internal inductance of the

3 WhMHD plasma slug?

3. What is the maximum length pulse which can be produced in an explosive

driven MHD generator?

The objectives of our present study were to examine the first two questions.

Our approach has been to critically review previously published analytical and

experimental work on explosive driven MBD generators, and to conceptually in-

vestigate various mechanisms which could lead to the observed physical results.

The question of a maximum pulse length for explosive driven MHD generators can

L! only be answered by experiment. As we will see in Section 4, many applications

require pulse lengths half an order of magnitude longer than pulses that have

previ isly been demonstrated. Having arrived at a position where we dimly under-

stand what goes on in short generators, more experimental data is needed to

[ • extrapolat.e these concýepts out in time and space, as the detonation products ex-

* pand. Determination of long duration pulse experimental data ahould be one of

the nuxt major goals in the study of explosive driven MHD generators.

7



IA
S~~3.0 ANALYTICAL STUDIES ON EXPLOSIVE DRIVEN MHD GENERATORS i

3.1 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS DATA

Several recent authors have examined explosive driven MHD generators {8,11}.

In analyzing their work, which is reviewed in Appendix A, it became apparent that

certain fundamental facts were being overlooked. It, therefore, appears appro-

priate to re-interpret some of the earlier data and present clear-cut examples

of the questioned physical phenomenon from unpublished data.

3.1.1 The Role of Shock-Heating in the Explosive Driven MHD Generator

One of the frequently addressed assumptions is that the conductivity is

caused by shock-heating of gases originally in the channel and that proper

manipulations of the shock relationships will yield answers relating to the ex-

pected behavior of the explosive driven MHD channel.

As discussed in Section 2, the body of experimental evidence is that the

MHD interaction is primarily with the seeded detonation products. Table III-1

presents data on a series of tests in the 4" x 1" channel, using two surface

seeded 600 cone charges, where the gas type and initial pressure were varied in

a systematic fashion to demonstrate the relationships between the MHD inter-

actions and the shock-heating of the gases originally in the channel. The

magnetic induction was 2.3 Tesla and the iaitial pressure ranged from 1 Torr to

200 Torr for this series of shots. While the data in this series only goes

down to 1 Torr, another series of tests, run at lower pressures, down to 30

microns, showed that the channel behavior below 1 Torr initial pressure was ii
essentially independent of pressure, providing electrical breakdown did not

occur. These tests are discussed in detail in (4). Unfortunately, the data i
notebooks for those tests are not available and further analysis is not

possible. }

The peak current achieved in these shots using load resistors of 6.9, 18,

and 35 milliohms, is shown in Figure 3.1 for helium and argon gases as A function

of the initial pressure. It is seen that the highest current, and hence, the

highest power outputs, were achieved at the lowest pressures.

Some understanding can be gained by examining the change of pulse length

as a function of initial pressure.

9
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TABLE III-I DATA FROM TESTS IN I" x 4" EXPLOLIVE DRIVEN
MHD GENERATOR USING HELIUM AND ARGON AT
VARIOUS PRESSURES AS THE INITIAL FILLING
GAS. B = 2.3 Tesla, 2-600 CONE CHARGES,
200 mg Cs PICRATE SURFACE SEED.

Pressure RL Imax Vmax Tpeak Tf
Ref. No. Gas (Torr) (Ohms) (kA) (Vclts) (usec) (11sec)

15 He 10 0.035 17.0 900 23 -

16 He 30 0.0069 46.0 380 53 45

17 He 100 0.0069 30.0 220 54 44

18 He 30 0.025 17.1 800 33 40

19 He 100 0.024 20.9 630 33 42

20 He 30 0.024 18.2 620 36 44

L 21 He 10 0.024 22.5 720 24 40

22 He 30 0.024 23.6 810 27 40

23 He 100 0.024 23.0 700 29 40

25 Ar 10 0.0069 39.6 290 40 56
26 Ar 30 0.0069 38.6 295 46 59

27 Ar 60 0.0069 36.4 275 49 66

28 Ar 100 0.0069 25.7 205 46 68

29 Ar 200 0.0069 18.2 140 39 74

30 Ar 10 0.018 25.0 600 37 50

31 Ar 30 0.018 22,5 540 38 52

32 Ar 60 0.018 20.0 480 38 56

33 Ar 10%) 0.018 18.2 385 32 60

34 Ar 200 0.018 13.9 280 38 70II
36 Ar 10 0.035 16.6 720 21 48

68 Ar 10 0.035 18.2 860 2) 30

37 Ar 30 0.035 15.5 600 20 51

38 Ar 6c 0,035 14.5 720 21 50

39 At 100 0.035 12.8 00 24 63

40 ;r 200 0.035 11.2 410 27 7S

62 He 10 0.0069 49.2 .$80 45 43

92 At 1 0.0069 47.0 3# 16 42

93 Ar 1 0.018 3012 740 J2 4)

6.) 140 10 0.016 $. 720 2,7 44

1 64 Ito 10 0.014 24.9 710 i6 4i

66 Ito 10 0.0is 19.3 960 to 41

14 9
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te Figure 3.2 shows the time of peak current, and the time at which the

current starts to fall rapidly (presumably when the conductive region leaves

the ends of the electrodes), plotted as a function of initial pressure of helium

or argon in the generator with a 6.9 milliohm load. It is seen for this low-

load resistance that a low pressure -ý argon, I Torr, results in the current

j 1 reaching its peak earlier and starting to fall earlier. This indicates, indeed,

that there is shock heating of the argon which produces a conducting region.

However, the peak current, due to both the seeded detonation products and the

shock-heated argon, is not greater than that due to the seeded detonation

products alone. As the initial argon pressure is increased, the peak current is

reduced and the time scale of the pulse becomes longer.

LThe lengthening of the pulse and reduction in peak current at tho higher

pressures is compatible with a model where the residual gases slow Gcwn the

plasma slug by increasing its mass. However, in the intermediate region, there

is a suggestion that currents in the shocked argon allow joule heating which in-

j creases the conductivity. This can be seen in Figure 3.3, which is a V-I plot

showing the peak currents plotted along each resistance line for the various

initial pressures of helium and argon. It can be seen that for the shots with

100 and 200 Torr of argon initially in the channel, the net effect is to decrease

the apparent open-circuit voltage from 1100 V to about 800 V and to increase the

apparent generator internal resistance from 12 milliohms to about 23 milliohms

for the 100 Torr case and to 38 milliohms for the 200 Torr case. This increase

could come about through cooling and through a reduction in the time rate of

change in inductance tot= (dL/dt - vou d/b).

At the intermediate pressures. 10 Torr to 60 Torr, there is the suggestion

that when the load resistance is reduced, and thus, increasing the current

through the generator, the current heats the gas causing a change in the apparent

internal resistance. At the lower preasures, I Torr, helium and argon give

I essentially the same results.
Unfortunately, only a few shots were taken at 1 Torr. Itowover, it can be

soon that the helium and argon data coverage at the lower pressures. The leper-

.ant observation is that for the load ranqge of power production interest, I1..,

t the 20 to 30 milliohm loads (see Piguro L.1), the shock-heating is apparently not

important, and the role of the gau as an insulator to prevent electrical break-

I down becomes more important in producing a successful power pulse than its con-

tribution to electrical conduction.

-. [ % ' , .
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We conclude that although shock-heating effects can be observed in the

operating regimes of interest, the primary conduction path in the explosive

driven MHD generator is through the seeded detonation products.

3.1.2 Bulk Seeded Explosives

The question as to the best place to pu' the seeding in an explosive

"driven MHD generator appears to be unclear to some investigators. The original

studies til, compared 24% bulk seeded PBX (Plastic Bonded Explosive) charges with '1
surface seeded RDX charges in the 1" x I" generator and concluded thet the hulk

seeded charges might be superior. However, because of the difference in th*,

mass of explosive in the two charges, .e., the PBX was heav'c., the results

were uncertain and could have been just due to the fact that mt.re explosive was

used. It was also shown that the combination of bulk seeding and surface seed-

ing were the least desirable for those cases investigated.

Data is available for tests of bulk seeded charges which were performed

under more carefully controlled conditions than those original tests.

The tests were made with PB" charges fabricated with 6, 12, 18, and 24%

cesium nitrate. Two methods were ised in evaluating the charges: (a) their

effectiveness in producing pulses of power when driving an MHD channel, and (b)

the peak current and current decay rate when driving a short-circuited generator.

In the latter tests, controlled levels of surface seed were used on the various

bulk seeded charges so that a surface seed equivalence could be used in evaluat-

ing the bulk seeding. These data are shown in Table 111-2.

Fiqt're 3.4 shows the performance of the V" x 4" generator using single

charges with a magnetic induction of 1.3 Tesla and 2 Torr of air in the

channel. It is clear that the specially' made bulk seeded PBX charges do not

have the ropro&ocibility that is obhrVed with Lhe commercially available RDX

charges. This is particularly noticoable in the short-circuit shots where the

variations in the peak current lor the RDX shots is about 10% (which is larger

than the normal variation of a tow percent), while the bulk seeded charge current

variation may bo 50%. It is seen that for all load romistances used, the RDX

"charge surface seeded ulth 200 mg of cesium picrate produced a higher peak

icurront than the bulk soeded charges. Ther is a sugqestion from this data that

tno 18* seeding peoducev liightly more conductive dotonation prodiwts than the

ot.her bulk seeded charqos.

14
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T'BL' 111-2 CURRENT DECAY TIME CONSTANTS FOP BULK SEEDED CHARGES
IN I" X 4" EXPLOSIVE DRIVEN MHD GENERATOR
RL = 0.00025 OHMS

S~~~Surface Peak .. . e a
SSeed Current •[I ime Constnnt, • C h a r ge P y C s P a t e kA • e

6% PBX 0 13.0 18.5012 PBX 0 11.6 10.0

RDX 25 14.9 1.
ltX200 19.5 38.0

67Z 200 i9.1 35.0
127% 200 21.4 32.5

-18%. 200 17.6 25.5ii247. 200 18.6 28.0
Rox 700 26.0 58.0
127. 700 22.3 47.0J18%. 700 20.9 40.0
24%. 700 20.0 43.5

I I
I

i I
I i

Is

Iw

I 
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SV 18% CsNO3 PBX
.-4

EJ24% CsNO3 PEX-
I RDx• Cha•rge With c- 4iS0 B

600 200 Ztk Cesium Picrate

Surface Seed

400

Z Ch3.

,.0

lPiur. 3.4

V'OLTAGE CJME CURVES FOR WUt# SEED PBX CooIs.
ALSO ~ Z .610 ATA FOR ROK CflANIM SIURFAM. smuoWltT 200 Mg CESIUM PIIATIT.
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One area of unusual behavior was noted in the low-load resistance regime

where lowering the resistance did not result in a further increase in current.

This results in sort of a wbendi:tq hack" of the V-I curves shown in Figure 3.3.

V However, if the amount of seed used is increased, either by using two surface

seeded charges, or increasing the seed used on une charge, the short circuit

current increases. The oscilloscope traces for these shots show that the basic

change in the pulse as the seed 1-vel is increased is to increase dl/dt through-

out the rising part of the current. Since everything else has :cmaiae-i constant,

the mn~or conclusion that can be drawn is that the seed 12tvel controls the gen-

I erator inteenal inductance much more than it controls its internal res,,stance.

This fact had previously escaped notice because all internal inductance measur-

ing tests had been performed with standard seeding conditions.

Further insight on the relationships between surface seeding and bulk

seeding co be gained by examining what happens when surface seeding is added to
bulk seeding charges in a short circuit generator experiment. Here we have two

j somewhat imidependent measures of the plasma conductivity, the peak current and

the rate at which the plasma current dies away. which is expressed in terms of

the c-folding time cunstant, x. While there may be some mechanism limiting the

4crrent build-,p rate, the currena decay rate should be relatively free from

these iniltences an be more representative of the co.duetivit;. Figure 3.5

shows the peak current acheavedja~s a 'unction of the amount of surface seedinq

Used.

I It can Ix- 3rotk t~hat tho peak current produced by the bare bulk s#Medo

i044rqe# was less thuAn the peak vnrrent prodiuceýd by the POX chiroen isurfjace'

... '.4.. -tth 2- MI e-,si•u-1, . pierat.. It is al" g... n that .h.n 4..iuM picrato

in 454a ...... t.........f -A seed an the lni bulk ftodi4 chnao _Cth peak

"cfrtontsk wereV highor that tho ease aaounnt of surfacev seo-04ifq on tho Plain RDWX

cbmn t. f *t" e0g hioell rtet 16' bulk-O(A Oeede eMok gutfithe 20t14od

PlAin Chaiqe Wort #441.o uialnt At higher turface .eedin4 lev"ls, the sun-

fac se~e **a~nehnge "to vupf 4*5 to tho WUt slee'dod Chaises.

T" tveras~it for this Apparenit adverse e*Actt&oeý knsef surface seediftq

a44d bulk sodv4¶n is0 not kftVAn -and Arwprtsntt On" iflcoi'ast 6rea ftat Ietu

knesiAtlGi 9+41l7 p 12llA4 is the roeaSoft Vhy the 1it bulk. soe~d charges

ap~rto be superior to tphe Other bulk seed levelsi i&VOS~tiqateo. Onet
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tentative suggestion is that the manufacturer mislabeled the chaiges and that

Ii the 18% charges were really the 24% bulk seeded charges. Unfortunately, the

residual charge inventory was destroyed and chemical examination to support this

, conclusion is not possible.

The current decay time constants from these experiments are shown in

I Figure 3.6. In principle, the current decay time in an inductive-resistive

circuit will be proportional to the plasma conductivity. The effect of seed

level on current decay rates was examined in detail in (4). It is seen that for

the surface seeded charges the decay time constant increases with seed level,

indicating an increase in plasma conductivity.

We see for the bulk seeded charges that surface seeding increases tne

L decay time constant, but in all cases with surface seeding greater than about

100 mg per charge the decay time constant for the bulk seeded charges is less

than that which would have been obtained if the same amount of surface seeding

had been used on an unseeded charge. Variation of the decay time constant for

[ the bulk seeded charges in the range between 200 mg and 700 mg is another

reason for suspicion that the 18% and 24% charge composi-ion labels had been re-

versed. In the range below 100 mg of surface seed, the data is more difficult

o1 to interpret. One clear-cut conclusion that can be drawn is that surface seed-

ing in excess of 100 mg per charge was superior to any bulk seeding investigated.

We conclude that for most applications, surface seeding of the explosive

charge should be superior to bulk seeding. There is apparently a complex re-

action between the surface seeding materials ind the bulk seeded charges.

Possible reaaonr for this interaction may be in tho chemistry of the explosives,

i.e., in tt--.s case RUX was used for the unseeded charqos and PoX was the base

for seeded charges. Further experimental work is very definitely needed to sort

out and confirm the various effects boforo further analytical work can be

initiated to explain these differences.
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3.2 CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

There have been a number of analytical studies of explosive driven MHD gen-

erators 18, 9, 11, 13). In a number of these, the analysis is presented in terms

of the "magnetic Reynolds number", (R.), which is defined by the non-dimensional

set of parameters as

R v. uox (1)

where . = permeability of free space, u, is the velocity, a, the conductivity,

and x is a representative dimension in Lhe direction of the velocity, u. As we

shall see below, this dimensionless number occurs naturally in the description

j of the diffusion of magnetic flux into a moving conductor. However, care must

be used when the magnetic Reynolds number concept is applied to the explosive

L driven MHD generator. For example, the condition Rm = 1, can be interpreted in

terms of the magnetic fields. induced in the plasma being of the same order of

the applied magnetic field, B; however, this can only happen if there is some

path for the induced current. The analysis must therefore account for the

electrical field caused by the output current flowing through the external load

when determining the magnitude of the induced magnetic fields. This means that

it is not the plasma conductivity, a, but a combination of the plasma con-

ductivity and the electrical field, E, due to the external loan which determines

the current flow in the plasma.

V. In a generalized expression, we aust use an external impedance. Xe, to deter-

mine the electric field due to the load, and hence, its time varying influence

on the currents and magnetic field in the plasma slug. The message is Lhat in-

descriminate use of Rm in parametric studies ýuay tend to obscure what is actually1 going on in the explosive driven MMD channel.

One of the interesting problems in explosive driven MID generator theory is

how to handle the induced magnetic fielda. In the low magnetic Rayn.lds number

approximation, the plasma is viewed os a long flat conductor of width b, and

thickness a, carrying a current, 1. The normal asatumption is that the current

density, j, will be uniform and is given as

%Ntlactinq end-effects (a or.e dimensional approximation), the induicd

magnetic :ield, Oi, is found from saxweoil equation,

21



aB1
rB (3)

Under the assumption that the current density, J, is constant, we can integrate

and apply the appropriate boundary conditions to arrive at a solution which has

Bi 0 at the center of the plasma, with induced magnetic fields which increase

the magnitude -[

Bi . ± (4)

on the surface of the conductor. The net change in B, i.e, AB, when passing

through the plasma is twice this value.

While nothing we have done this far is unusual, we note that in the plasma

slug of an explosive driven MED generator, the current density, j, is probably

not uniform. There are two basic reasons for the non-uniformity: (a) the plasma

may have a non-uniform velocity distribution, and (b), with high interaction

parameters, the magnetic fields produced by the induced currents can cancel out

the applied magnetic field in the interior of the slug. Both of these effects

will be examined.

Because the front and back of the plasma slug move at different velocities,

a circulating current must he set-up within the plasma slug when it is in a

magnetic field. The same sort of circulating current can be set-up if the

plasma slug is originally outside of the magnetic field region, and then passed

through a field gradient into the constant field region. These two effects,

either the velocity gradient or the magnetic field gradient, induce unequal

voltages at the front and back of the slug. Circulating currents flow from the

plasma to the conductive metallic electrode boundary, then back into the plasma

at the other end, creating a current distribution which forces the plasma

potential to m.t-c th- "quipotential established by the coAduotive boundary

surfc'e. With the plasma slug in the channel, the peak circulating current

density at the plasma surface, j produced by a velocity differential, AV, is

given by

-o a u l • 2_b0 • 2- 2xbO ,/m (5)

Correspondingly, a sug 0.02 m long traveling through a region with a aagnetic

field gradient of 20 Teals/a, oulo1 have a oircula*.taq curent. d ity at the

surface of,

- iI i



j1 = ou AB 10 . 8x10 . 0.4 = 1.6x10 A/mr (6)

U ¶which is the same order of magnitude as the current density due to velocity

t " differential.

Assuming that the current density, i5, is not large enough to cause joule

heating which would result in a non-uniform conductivity distribution, the cir-

J Iculating current density due to differential motion or magnetic gradients, would

be linear from +jI at the front, falling through zero at the center of the slug,

¶ 1 going to -j, at the rear. These two effects are independent, and hence, additive.

There is the possibility that these circulating currents acting on a low

temperature (30000 K) low conductivity (100 mho/m), high pressure (300 atm)

alkali metal plasma could produce a high conductivity (1000 mho/m) surface

I layer. Unfortunately, the indicated heating rates are about two orders of

magnitude too low to explain the observed high conductivity.

L One other potential mechanism to explain the high conductivity may be the

"T-layer" observed in explosive driven shock tube experiments (14). The descrip-

tion of a T-layer is that if the electrical conductivity of the medium increases

with an increase in temperature and a perturbation occurs which causes the

electrical current, which is flowing through it while in a magaetic field, to

increase the joule dissipation such that an increase in temperature occurs, then

I this perturbation will develop into a T-layer. This is in essence a thermal

instability of the typo which usually causes arcs to form, but in this case

where there is a transverse magnetic field, it appears as a layer. The authors

S14i describe the currents necessary to initiate the T-layer (17 kA) as only

I | slightly greater than the eddy currents appearinq in the region whoro the magnetic ¶

S•field is not uniform (-10 kA). Figure 3,7 which is reproduced from I14 shows

"the T-layer starting to grow [ram an initial curkent density of 3 x 10 A/M.

II We conclude that a thermal instability mechanism similar to the T-layer un- •

. toubtedly plays a dominant role in som of the experiments, i.e., the inter-

mediate pressure argon experimants described in Section 3.1.1 whert the current

voltage relationship goos non-linear. However, wV must note that our original

conductivity measurements, Figure 2.17 of M11, which e*to made without any

magnetic field, gave conductivities of the order of 1000 wh/rn. We *ust there- 4Ii
Sore conclude that While T-l4or offcts *ay contribute to the cond'tction

I,23
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Figure 3.7

TIME-SPACE DIAGRAM FOR TilE MOVEMENT OF PLASMA IN A MAGNETIC
FIELD AND CURRENT DENSITY DISTRIBUTION;

A-I-FRONT OF A REFRACTED WAVE;2-FRONT OF LUMINESCENCEI
3-BOUNDARY OF THE NONELECTROCONDUCTIVE ZONE:

B-1-12 MICROSECONDS FRO• THE START OF THE CURRENT:
2-24: 3-36t 4-48t 5-60: 6-72; 7-04.

(After Asinovskli, et al (14))
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I " mechanism responsible for the observed conductivity in seeded detonation

i i products when in an MHD generator, they are not the mechanism which causes the

initial conductivity.

A second effect which may be important is the tendency for the plasma slug

to maintain " constant magnetic flux within its boundaries. Assuming that the

slug is formed in a field-free region and then is rapidly passed into a region

containing a magnetic field, the plasma appears diamagnetic in that a system of

currents is induced in the edges of the slug to cancel out the flux in theL
interior trying to keep the net flux, ý, equal to zero. In this case, the ap-

plication of Mdxwells equations and Ohms law gives

aB = -Uj =UIB (7)

With the plasma in contact with the electrodes we have the one dimensional

solution

B=Bexp(-p uqx) (8)e Q

Where Be is the external magnetic field. This then requires that

j(x) = uCB exp(-u uox) (9)

The surface current density per unit width, J., is obtained from integrating

with respect to x
3s - UOBe ifexp(-u uox)dx) -B (10)

This result is valid if the dimension of the slug, a, is such that the quantity

exp :-V lua) is small. - B if no currents are flowing through the external

load circuit.

The first comment we can make is that the current density along the edge of

the plasma slug Ix a O) can be as high as

3(0) - quo, 10'. a x 10%o 2 a 1.O r, 10 A/P 11

As we have seon above 14), the T-eayers are observed starting at current

I densities oa about I x 10 A/lm. We can, therofore, tpstulWt that with initial

conduetivitias as low as 200 Mho/m local joule heating duc to tue plasna dia-

magnetic •ffoct can be sutfieiont to Increase the conductivity to the observod

I values within the tine scAle of the unperktwont. Tho rate of heating depnds

l inearly onet hence, ast Tincreases.4 so does o, tharefore the rato will

II
accelorate. Corrospo~dingly, we tight obsrveth • the plat=~ diaaaqnatic *(fac

-* 2S
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ii is one mechanism which could maintain high surface conductivities as the plasma

expands while it moves down the channel. We may note that the current couple
necessary to maintain the diamagnetic effect is

Odm zB 1.6 x 10 A/m (12)

Fior our l" x 4" channel measurements, this current couple would be ± 40 kA,

which is of the order of magnitude of the observed load current. This analysis

implies that most of the diamagnetic current is carried in a band at the front and

rear of the slug, whose thickness, (, is given as

M (13)

if we assume that this current couple is carried in a loop of dimensions a long

by d high, and b deep, with the resistance produced by the two bands E thick,

the current decay time is 1/2 vo a au which is of the order of 1 msec for these

conditions.

The current density in the plasma slug when the generator is under load is

also of interest. If we neglect the gradient and diamagnetic effects and assume

a uniform slug moving at a uniform velocity, we have

AB -u - o(NB-E) (14)

where E - V/d, is the field due to the load. Rearranging terms we get the

equation

•B + 'uUBlx) " uo£ (15)E

which has the solution

.-~ El-oxp(-•&x))s Boxpi-txi (16)

whore O• , U 1B')

and

.(1)6

and aL is the fiold at the surface of th@ plasma due to the load circuit.

This is sim•lar to the results dorived by Sink.avich and Krylova i1W). Wthen

£9 0. i.e., the short-cir�uit case the field in the front of the slug is given

as
B ,* Be•op(-ix) (1w)

and the f(eld at the roar of the slug* at say os ay not equal Do# d4pe4Ai.g "
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upon the total amount of flux available for the experiment and its distribution

[ inside and outside of the generator {1-19).t..• I In a load circuit where the electrodes are broad flat conductors which

represent a single turn, and the channel width, b, is greater than the height,

d, the load circuit magnetic field is given as

(•B (20)

When the generator is connected such that the system inductance increases

L with time, the field at the rear of the slug, B2, is
B2 = Bo - B Bs - 1O (21)

When considering circulating currents and the diamagnetic effect, we note that

the current screening out the field at the rear of the slug is generated by the

front, and that the current path appears to be in parallel with the external

load. The field inside of the rear of the slug is given as

B - Ba exp {f(a-x)} (22)

We therefore have the situation whereSj .dx + lj-dx (23)

b c

Sis the current density in the front of the slug, j- the current density in

the roar, and the current density is zero at the point, c. We know from (10)

that for the full diamagnetic effect the second integral is B2/o. The first

integral is evaluated by substituting the appropriate value of 8 from equation

(16), and noting that

to obtain

If fcw1, ve then hav.

I L,, Bi' or 1•- B,) (26)

I 'Wemay further no: that 1 th treat and rar of the real p.a I tN

haedfeotvlctetemyaio ifso eghi h lgi ua
Iino oiin vni h odciiyi osat cpoatoswuditr

pro thi bysyn-h akadtefoto -h lghv ifrtt mqo



This means that both u and B in equation (14) are functions of x, We

describe the variation in velocity as

u = uf (1-x) (27)

where the velocity ratio u•,/uf = y. so that

i • (1 ,p)(28) f!

where a is the plasma slug thickness. Substituting in (14) we have

d-- = -aJ=•o (ufll-Ox)Blx)-E) 19

which has the solution

B - exp{Eocuf(x- W) f 0UoEfexp{-p 0ou f(x-Ox ))dx + c} (30)

which can be evaluated in terms of erf(ix).

We can see that the velocity qradient has the effect of increasing the

diffusion of flux into the conducting slug, but not reducing the surface current

density.

The current distributions which we have postulated should be measurable with

careful mitq-netic probe or optical spectroscopy techniques. Details of the cur rent

structure of the nature of those shown in (14) provide valuable insight into

the conduction !echanism. while these mechanisms may be responsible for the

maintenance of tOe electrical conductivity, they do not appear to provide an

adequate explanation for the conductivity observed in the absence of a magnetic

field. To answer this oupoct of the problem, we may note that theoretical work

by Alexeev (15) and experimental work by Kulik (161 show high conductivities in

high pressure (100 - 1000 atm) 7esium plasmas in the temperature range of

interest. An overlapping wave funct*on mechanism described by Alexeev could W. j

responsible for the conductivity of the needed detonation products in the region

near the explosion.

Wa, therefore conclude that while circulat=i4 eurrents and/or T-laYvre w4y

enhance the cobductivity of the sooed detonation products, they dc not appar to

be the mechanism wthicu is responsible for causin; tho initiol high-electrical

conductivity observed in the seo,.d detonation products. The strong variat'ion of

o with tepqeratutos suggestod by the Aleueev oodal suggests wAva that wsoture-

aneto of conductivity in the, regions very near tho @xploolive charge could i •it

to tesot the appliable theorie.
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II
1 4.0 SCALE-UP OF EXPLOSIVE DRIVEN MUD GENERATORS

While the demonstrated power output with explosive driven MHD generators

has been interesting, i.e., 230MW reported i5}, and 129MW reported in

112) which is discussed in Appendix A, there has been a continuing interest in

what large scale explosive drivtzr .13iD channels would loook like and how they would

perform. At this point, it appe,,is appropriate to e,:amine in detail a large

scale (5MJ) explosive driven MUlD generator which has previously been proposed

I8d, and to outline other potential designs of interest.

4.1 5M.7 DESIGN STUDY

I The goal of this study was the rapid, repetitious production of 5MJ pulses

with a duration of 100 microseconds feeding a I ohm load.

jj The first characteristic examined was charge geometry. It has been evident

from the first experiments in 1961, that the efficiency of the explosive driven

[ MiD generator could be improved if the solid angle subtended by the generator at

the charge surface could be increased. The logical solution for rapid repetitive

pulsing was to use back-to-back channels facing a single explosive charge. 4
The second parameter to be examined was channel geometry. One of the

principle functions of the channel is to act as a containment vessel for the de-

tonation products. The mest efficient shape for containing internal pressures

is the cylinder. This dictates that the pressure vessel bo cylindrical to reduce

material stress levels. In order to have an efficient maqnet system, it is -

I important to have the channel fill as much of the containment vessel as is

practical, inasotuen au the containment vessel defines the reqion, where the

magnetic field is available. This then implies that the channel should also be

cylindrical.
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only flows in a thin layer on the surface of the conductor; therefore, thin

foils mechanically supported by the plastic veparator can be used as the

electrodes and interconnecting strap.

Another effective way of increasing the generator internal resistance is to

connect the generator to the load in a manner such that the inductance Increases -

with time, rather than as a flux compression device. In this configuration, the

generator internal resistance appears to be of the order of 50 milliohms per

square, which would then only require a 20 to 1 channel aspect ratio. Hy putting

the two channels on opposite sides of the charge in series, as shown in Figure

4.2, the effective aspect ratio for each generator need only be 10 to 1, which

may be mechanically achievable.

As we have seen in Section 3.1.1, the explosive driven MHD generator

efficiency is highest when the channel is evacuated to nearly 1 Torr. For repe-

titive pulsing at the rate of several per second, a giant vacuum pumping system

would be required to evacuate about 50 m of detonation products after each shot.

An analysis indicated that the system could be simplified and made more reliable

if the seeded charge and the generator electrodes were sealed in an evacuated

plastic assembly which could be slid into place in the cylindrical containment

vessel. Design analysis disclosed that the containment vessel could also serve

as the Owarm' bore for a superconducting magnet. This approach eliminates the

ned for a vacuum pumping system.

The need for a superccnductinq magnet arises from the desire to moke. the

oxplosive charge a reasonable tticknass. The pulse duration dOetaitnos the

olectrode length. Therefore, to obtain a desired stored magnttic energy. *

withn the genaranor voluxe, te: t db product will be canstant Mwhc 4 it tht

parameter is that the output viii bo a proscribed traction of Eaq. the

choice of tho eqnetlc induction a ostablishes the dhannal crosl-setioal

4tnentsier. mU aspiosivo loadingq Is derig.~i oft the basit of so %any K4 per

s4utre mOtor of flow atea, Vith tho total *ner-wr tr•e•in. •t q t A ail to a. total

charge viqht tlats the eonrgy trlease per "it aass. For a o-nscAnt ratio of

to" to rard, the c~h.rqe beccoos thimtter as a is decreased. Thin Char-40os aro
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harder to initiate uniformly and to support during rapid movement. The most

practical way to initiate charges for this application appears to be through the

median plane on the side away from the continuous electrode, as shown in Figure

4.2.

A conceptual design for such a generator, based on a 5 Tesla superconducting

magnet, is shown in Figure 4.3. The magnet has a 1 m warm bore. With a 1 ohm

load specified, the current and voltage are equal at 235 Kv and 235 KA, produc-
1 0 4.ing 5 x 10 w. With a pulse lenath of 10 sec, the energy output is 5MJ. If

the external load inductance is reasonably low, a 25 Kg charge should be able to

produce this energy from a two-channel generator assembly with a total length of

I about 5 m.
The rate of firing is controlled by the mechanical limitations of placing a

new channel in the magnet for each shot. With the lightweight replacement

channels being constructed of plastics, pulse repetition rates of a few pet

second should be achievable with reasonable drive horsepower.

4.2 30MJ EXPLOSIVE DRIVEN MHD ASSEMBLY

The next requirement addressed was to produce 3000 individuel 10 KJ pulses

from a set of explosive driven MHD generators powered by a single explosive

charge. The pulse required was a half sine wave 700 microseconds in duration.

"In order to deliver 10 KJ during this pulse, the peak power output per channel is

only 20 MW, a level easily achieved using magnetic fields of 2 Tesla.

As discussed in the previous section, the obvieus way to increase the

chemical energy to electrical energy conversion efficiency is to enlarge the

solid angle viewed by the explosive. For this application, a configuration of

six ge7erator assemblies facing the charge, as shown in Figure 4.4, was chosen.

With a pulse length of 700 microseconds, a channel length of 5 to 6 m appears to

be adequate. Slowing down of the detonation products has been observed as

energy has been removed, so the average velocity will be much less than the ob-

served initial velocity of 11 Km/sec for the detonation prouucts. Or*e cf the

areas of greatest uncertainty is how long the detonation produut& will remain

conductive The V" x 8" generator experiments reported {5i shcws that the gen-

erator can conduct current for periods up to about 250 microseconds. The extrh-

polation of these re3ults by a factor of three in time presents a dilemma, since

the exact reason for the seeded detonation products to be so conductive is not
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known with surety in the first place. Experimental -,rification of conductivity

lasting this long, presumably in a simple channel some 4 or 5 meters long, ap-

pears to be a matter of high priority for accomplishment.

In order to shape the pulses as a half sine wave, the magn.tic induction is 7
lowered at the front part of the channel, the current decay as the plasma level

leaves the channel provides the back part of the half sine wave.

The design shown in Figure 4.4 has a plethora of long, high aspect ratio

channels. It is anticipated that gas dynamics will probably be the dominant

factor determining the pulse trailing edge profile. A more workable solution

may be to have the MHD channels a natural size for the magnet, and then have each

channel with an internal resistance of about 50 milliohms feed a pulse trans-

former which would match the driver to 500 of the 20 ohm flash lamps. By using

an axially initiated symetrical charge, timing accuracies of a few percent should

be realized between the generators.

This design has a natural advantage that it should be readily scalable up

and down in size. Systems-wise, it-looks like an inductor which can be dis-

charged on a submillisecond time scale. The size of the pulse essentially scales

with the amount of iron and copper in the magnet. Again we repeat that the major

avea of uncertainty in this design, which could be easily scaled up to 300MJ or

more, is the need for experimental confirmation that pulses of this duration can

indeed ue produced.

4.3 SEEDED DETONATION PRODUCT FAST SWITCH

Another 1pplication where explosive driven MHD generator technology appears

.,,plicable is in buildingl' repetitively pulsed switch for discharging fast

capacitor banks.

The multiple pulse experiments W4) and the alternating current generation

experiments (7) have demonstrated the essential elements which are needed to

develop a fast switch. In the multiple pulse experiments, a string of charges

were soquentially detonated at the entrance to the M1lD channel. Pulse rates of

up to 100 Rer second were demonstrated. With the htgh L/D generator being used,

the optimum pulse repetition rate wau determined to be 30 per second; however,

:he experiments demonstrated that charge feed mechanisms could be developed to

feed the charges at rates up to 100 per second.
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The alternating current generation experiments used a set of segmented

electrodes along the MHD generator cross-connected in such a manner that the dis-

creet plasma slug was alternately connected to opposite ends of the load. The

SI experiment produced 20 XHz alternating current at the power level of 2 to 5 MW.

The output was subsequently transformed up to the 50 KV level. The important

conclusions which may be drawn from this experiment are that the plasma slug has

clearly defined front and back boundaries, and that the high pressure (kilobar)

j detonation products behind the plasma slug have insulating properties which pre-

vented arc-over of the upstream electrodes.

jHaving seen that surface seeded explosives can produce a carefully con-

trolled slug of highly conductive plasma, and that the unseeded high pressure de-

L tonation products following the plasma have good insulation properties, it is

logical to propose that seeded detonation products could be used to make a

[ repetitive switch for discharging fast capacitor banks. Typical requirements for

such a switch are to pass 1 to 10 coulombs from a 1 MV capacitor in 100 nsec with

i00 Hz repetition frequencies. This will require a switch capable of passing

I10 to 10 A, with an internal resistance of less thMn 1 milliohm.

From these conditions, we can make the following tentative design. To stano-

off 1 Mv at atmospheric pressure, the gap representing the MiHD channel would have

* to be about 0.35 m (30 KV/cm) high. However, for 10 atm, the gap would only
have to be 0.03 m or about 1.3 inches high. Therefore, the use of a pressurized

channel appears preferred. To achieve an effective resistance of I milliohm,

the switch should have an aspect ratio of about 10, which would make a linear
switch 13 inches wide for 10 atm, or about 4 inches in diameter if a circular

gap is used.

The circular gap has some interesting properties. It can be mAde as a part

of a coaxial conductor system, to minimile inductance, and by adding an axial

magnetic field, circulating currents can be developed in the radially expanding

plasma ring which will insuro that the conductivity is uniform along all segments

of the switch. In the radial explosive driven MW generator experiments (41.

a circulating current of 40 ka was measured. With the postulated currents of

10 or 10 A, tho magnetic fields due to the axial curreot are expected to result

( in a ma•'ked slowing dot*n, and perhaps reversal of the outward plasma flow, which

may reduce the requirements for venting the detonation products through the outer
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conductor. Under optimum circumstances, it should be possible to have the gap

generate 200 kV as an explosive driven MIlD generator, overcoming the 100 kV

resistive drop in the switch, i.e., 1 milliohm resistance.

The seeded explosive technology required for the circular gap was developed

during our work on the radial explosive driven M1lD generator f4). The problem

of feeding the charges at rates to achieve the desired pulse repetition fre-

quencies are understood, and should not be underestimated. However, these are

typically difficult mechanical design problems and it appears that sufficient

test work could be conducted on a single pulse basis, to demonstrate the tech-

nology before the design of a multiple pulse charge feeding mechanism would have

to be undertaken.

From the standpoint of minimizing explosive usage, the coaxial switch ap-

pears to be preferred because the switch gap as viewed from the explosive repre-

sents a large occluded angle and the coaxial lead assembly should provide a

minimum of inductance. In principle, the explosive MUD switch could be placed at

the end of the coaxial line which would allow the charges to be easily placed and

the detonation products to be conveniently removed. One possible configuration

is shown in Figure 4.5.

"The basic scale of the switch is set by the gap necessary to hold-off the

voltage at atmospheric pressure. The inside radius is determined by the stand-

off required from the charge to lower the pressure to workable levels. With

small conventional charges detonated at nearly ambient atmospheric pressures,

this distance is about 2 or 3 inches. Allowing for a 2 inch diameter charge, the

minimum inside diameter of the electrode is about 7 or 8 inches and the outside

diameter of tho coaxial conductor is 10 to 12 Inches for a 100 KV switch. Since

the inductance of the coaxial conductor varies as the logarithm of the ratio of I
the inner and outer conductor diameters, larger diameters may be preferred. Goa

vent holes should be provided around the periphery of the outer conductor. tliqn

strength magnetic steol blast chambers are shown to back-up the copper electrodes

and take a majority of the blast wave impulse load. To avoid arcing at the

edges of the qap, a Rogowski electrode contour can b:e followed.

With this configuration, the feeding of charges is olaplfied. The biasing

uagnotiv fi*ed is provided by a coil powered from a conventional source. Since

th# purpose of this field is to produce a circulating current in the expanding
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plasma rinq, a fraction of a Tesla should be adequate. One of the key questions

is how soon will the gap recover the ability to stand-off high voltages. Figure

4.6 gives the predicted voltage recovery curve for a 1.3 inch gap explosive I
driven switch. We know with certainty that voltage gradients of 20 kV/m can be

maintained within 10 to 25 microseconds. While these results are promising, more

data is needed tor higher voltages and longer times.

It thus appears that two key experiments are required in order to determine:

1. Can an explosive driven MHD switch passs 10 coulombs in 0.1 microseconds

with reasonable voltage drops? And,

2. Can the gap recover to stand-off voltages of 1 Mv within a few 100's of

microseconds?

Since these two questions are outside of our previous areas of experimental

observation, we can only postulate answers on the basis of our understanding of

the physical phenomena. We believe that the answer to the first question is

positive. The conductivity is of the proper magnitude and the time scale is

about right. The only known problem is that in the linear explosive driven MUD

generator experiments, where the time scale is about two orders of magnitude

longer, the plasma was shown to have an anomolously high inductance, stggesting

that the current had pinched down to a thin filament. We now know, Section

3.1.2, that the seed level plays a dominant role in the apparent high inductance,

and that increasing the seed level lowers the effect. For the submicrosecond

tire scales and high pressures being considered, the dynamics of pinch formation

should be too slow to be important.

The answer to the second question should also be positive. we know that the

high pressure detonation products art non-conducting. The previously citod

expertmental evidence implies that there is a high degree of probability that

this goal can be achieved. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lvl n r~lvl

We conclude that we have every reason to believo that the explosive driven

MID qenerator concept can be usod as a rapid multiple pulse switch for fast

capacitor banks. "asod on the background data available, it appears tUasible

to praood to a direct test of the concept at voltaya lovolsand current levels

of interest.
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4.4 HERCULES SCALE-UP EXPERIMENT

It is believed that much important new data on explosive driven MHD gen-

erators could be obLained by constructing a channel which would utilize the full

potential of '.hn Air Force owned magnet described in (12). This magnet could be

used to scale-up thc previous 4" x 6" generator described in (5) to about

12" x 12" (0.3 m x 0.3 m). Since the magnet has an active bore length of about 11
2 m, a 5 m channel length would allow the investigation of short-circuit pulses

out to 600 - 700 microseconds in duration similar to 'he long electrode gen-

crater measurements reported in {4).

The general electrical specifications for the generator would be an open-

circuit voltage of about 7000 V, a short-circuit current of about 800 kA, with a

peak output of 1.37 GW. With a pulse length of 150 microseconds, this should

yield about 200 kJ.

The magnetic energy contained in the generator volume is about 700 kJ, so

the output energy could be somewhat higher than the 200 kJ previously calculated.

Based on an explosive loading density of 15 Kg/mr, the charge weight would

be 1.35 Kg, which equates to an energy release of 5.8 MJ. A 200 kJ output pulse

would represent a 3.4% efficiency for converting chemical energy to electrical

energy.

An experiment of this scale would also allow a realist demonstration of the

problems associated with coupling a large group, say twenty, high impedance

(20 ohm) lamps to the low impedance pulse qenerator.

The most valuable data to be qainod from the proposed generator test would

be definitive proof that pulse lengths in excess of 150 microseconds can be

achieved. Obtaining longer pulse lengths is a necessary, but not anfficient,

condition for determining whether explosive driven generators can be used for

interesting applicationi. Correspondingly, if there is some reason why longer I
pulses cannot be obtained, the sooher this can be determined the bettor it will

1* for all concerned. !
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II
APPENDIX A. ANALYSIS OF WORK PERFORMED UNDER RECENT AIR FORCE CONTRACTS

IL The results of the work under this contract are reported in (9'.

In general, the report covers a range of system analyses; an investigation of

several alternative approaches and a limited amount of experimental data on

seeded detonation product conductivity.

A major part of the report is devoted to studies of tubular charges for

driving MIN) channels. Earlier studies by Burnham, et al, {(1}, and ourselves ;1,

had investigated various charge shapes, i.e., conical charges with various

ang'es; %-.-;haped cone charges; flat front charges, etc. Our conclusions were

that shaping the charges could produce a faster current rise time, but that the

[ shape of the charge did not markedly effect the peak power produced. Indeed, be-

cause of the larger quiantity of explosive used to make the exotic shapes, the

j ratio of chemical energy input to electrical energy output, i.e., conversion

efficiency, usually went down. None of the data presented in Reference f90

indicates that this conclusion should be revised.

The analysis of explosive driven MHD generator systems given in Chapter 3,

pp. 83-104, is rather confusing. There are many obvious typographical errors, i
and evidently some lines of typewritten material were left out which define some
of the parameters. One of the major deficiencies of this analysis is that it

neglects the circuit inductance, i.e., it assumes a purely resistive load, which

is very seldom the case, as is discussed in a later section of that chapter when

power conditioning is addressed. However, the time rate of change of internal

inductance, L. is implicit in the formulation for the magnetic flux.

We must note that proper application of theory to determine the actual

current distribution in the conductinq slug would have obviated the need for tha

elaborate ad hoe assumptions made roncerning the "AC skin ef ,ct4.

We believe that one should resist the urge to convert the equations tc a

form whore the torms which represent the induced magnetic field appear as the

magnetic Reynolds number. The generator can be connected in a manner such that

tho load is at the upstream end and the induced magnetic field does not add to
the static magnetic induction. In this case tho torm u u disappoars from the

aaauly~st and the "magnotic Reynold# nuftwr" is no longer explicit in the for-

mulation; however, the physics of tho interaction ha# n•t changed. Uhilu the
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equations in the form given in (91 may appear useful for parametric studies,

they are not connected directly to measurable quantities which can be controlled.

It is much more meaningful to think of tM term ieu as a negative resistance of

I the order of 10 milliohms per squ.lre, which gets compared to the load and plasma

resistances per square of channei t.ross-sectional area' than it is to encumber

both parts of this relationship with a ca product wnich is clouded with a great

deal of uncertainty about what is o, or what is the plasma thickness a, and what

is the actual current distribution, etc. The effect of changing the generator

electrical connections has been observed directly, magnetic Reynolds numbers can

I only be implied.

We may note that the discussion of ionization, conductivity and seeding

Lpresented on pp. 97-103, made an unreferenced one-line statement about previous

explosive derived plasma conductivity measurements and then approached the ques-

[ tion of conductivity of seeded detonation products from classical theory of the

type used in low pressure/high-density thermal plasmas. That sich analyses did

not match the experimental data had been known for Abcut ten years. The authors

conclude that "... no techniques are presently available for accurately cal-

culating the conductivity of explosion products'. They then discuss a test

program to repeat previous measurements.

The experimental conductivity data reported by this program was extremely

L .liited and is of questionable value.

Analysis of the data does not substantiate the reported results. Figure

A.I, which is reproduced from 19). presents an analysis of the data from Test

No. 13. for electrodes 99 and 134. For electrode 99. the data showi& a current

which gradually rises to a level of about 0.4 amperes in 20 microsecond&, and

then stays about constant, out to the end of the trace. The second trace below

that is supposed to show the incremental voltages between ptobes 5 and 6 for

electrode 99. According to the text, these two points are supposedly separated.

by 20 cn•. Reference to the fi.;ura 141, "Sketch of Voltage Probo Locat•ons -

Test No. i4 discloses that probe number S is at electrode 64 on the top of the

channel and probe number 6 is at electrode 134 on the bottoiu of the channal, and

that electrodes 64 and 134 are 14 cm apart, making probes 5 and 6, which are on

opposite sides of t"e 20 ce probe row, actually 22.4 cm apart:
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Overlooking such uncertainties, the reference then concludes that for an

electric field of 1 to 2 v/m, the 'resistance here is 0.5 ohms .R 1.0 ohms".

How the process of injecting 0.4 amperes of current into a plasma from a line

electrode on one side, and collectinc; it with a continuous electrode, on the other

side, is coupled with a measured electrical field to yield a "rasistance" is not

clear. The analysis then continues by calculating an electrical cross-sectional

area for the current flow, selecting dimensions of "0.002m by 0.16m4. The 0.16m

dimension is obviously the channel width; however, the source of the 2mm dimen-

sion is crucial to a determination of conductivity, absence of the reasoning be-

hind the choice of this dimension makes interpretation of the results unc:rtaln.

The reference then goes on to conclude:

"1. Gas conductivity at opercting pressures of interest in the order of

1000 mhos/m can be dchieved.

2. Gas conductivity apparently increases with increasing seed 'ovel for

to 51'"

Absolutely no analysis of data is presented to substantiate the last claim!

After reviewing the data presented in f9}, it is possible to present an

alternate interpretation. From the oscilloscope traces representing the current

t. measurements, a precursor wave (presumably a shoek wave in the residual air), can

be seen propaqatinq down the channel. This is then foll:iwed by about a IM loneg

slug of seeded detonation products moving down the channel with a ý.eloctty of 7

to 8 %m/sec. The electrical field ditnribution in the channel is extremoly i.om-

plex, reaching levels of 50 v/rn in localized areas. With three lec.troes.

0.07m apart, injecttnq about 1.S *mpveas on one side of the 0.21 hfugh channel.

the average current density is of the order of •0 /O * Using the tweaurvdo

olectrical field of 2 v/se* this would yield A conduct~vity ot abaktt 25 rnhojct.

4 vhch is of :ife ordor of maqnitudo to bo espoctd for •essr= s@ed ntvrra at

detonation temperatures.

The *aplitude of th* currout pulsvri f ro the various sahot ig shoves ta

table A-1, along with the bulk seed WevIls. It to etlar t•ht tow lt d A

charqe detonmtiet products. te liftited data available doe not support the

vies that. the detonation products f rom t"e St seeded ChArqes is torte Conductivo

than from the A seed charqe.
S4$
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TABLE A-I. DATA FROM AVCO CONDUCTIVITY TESTS

-Cu:rent Pulse - Amperes
Seed Level Electrode No.

Shot No. % CS 64 99 i3T•

9 0.1 0.25 - 0.28

10 0.1 - -

11 5.0 0. 45 -0.5

12 5.0 > 0.1 - 0.4

13 5.0 > 0.4 0.4 0.6

14 1.0 0.55 0.4 0.6
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We conclude that neither of the experimental claims made on page 367 of

9,9 can be substantiated by the data presented therein.

4 f A.2 The Hercules, Inc., Pxogram

The results of this contract are reported in (11} and (121. Reference (111

F covers the analytical studies in detaiJ, while (12} presents the bulk of the

experimental data.

A.2.1 Analytical Work on the Hercules, Inc., Program

F Central to the analytical development preserted in ill) is the conjecture

that the gases originally in the channel play a dominant rcle in determining the

characteristics of the generator. The middle of page 3-10 speculates " that

mixing of seed and residual gas is the chief source of the conducting zone in

[ the X-MHD generator and the only source if the residual gas does not ionize

appreciably. As this is the case, it is of extreme importance that the shocked

residual gas temperature be maintained at a level such that adequate conductivity

can be achieved."

SFrom this statement, most of the an.- ýytical work then proceeaes on tne

basis thac the observed 8 Km/sec propagation of the plasma slug defines a shock

with a Mach number of 24, which heats the residual gas (at 10 Torr) to 80000 K

and compressea it to 10 atmosphere.

This basic assumption about the role of shock heating does not appear to

be completely valid on the basis of previous stutdies which were conducted with

j residual pressures ranging alV the way from 0.03 Torr to atmospheric pressure.

Data from studies of this type showed that for pressures less than about 2 Torr,

3 the characteristics of the generator were substantially unchanged, particularly

at the low pressure one of the scale. The velocity and conductance appear un-

changed. Typical data on generst'r behavior with chanqing initial pressures is

given in Section 3.1.1. We may, therefore, note that loworin the residual

pressure by two orders of magnitude, which in principle increases the shock

pressure ratio by two orders of magnitude, thereby increasing the "Mach number"

and to|peraturo, does not result in observed chanqes in the physical paramoters.

We must, therofore, conclude thAt the mechanisms iontulatto by the authoru of

'11) to explain the operation of oxplosive driven MID generators. are probably

not valid over the important rtnge of operating variables.
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SAnother key assumption is that the conducting zone has zero thickness.

Our earliest work, Figure 2.29 of (1), showed that the condnctinn ?one has con-
siderable axial extent. The alternating current generating experiments described

in M7 could only have been possible i.f the conducting region were about 0.2 m

to 0.3 m in length. While thiF faulty assumption may not be as fatal as the

first one, it does have a bearing on major conclusions drawn by the authors

relative to pulse rise times.

In addition, we may also note that previous experiments with rapid

multiple pulsing, M71, showed that residual explosion products in the channel

at near atmospheric pressure, did have a deleterious effect on channel operations

for pulse rates greater than 30 per secondl. The discussion on page 3-14 relativeLto high repetition rates (100 pps), does not seem compatible with our experi-

mental observations.

Having adopted a shock tube model to explain the linear explosive driven

MHD generator, the authors then use such a model to predict channel character-

r istics. Because of the non-validity of the basic assumptions, we decline to

comment on the gas dynamic calculations.

The electrical circuit analyses are presented in Chapter 5. One of the

major problems ini the analysis presented is that external inductances is

largely neglected, and the treatment of induced magnet fields is not handled

properly.

The analysis starts by assuming some relationships between shock com-

I prezsicn time and curreit rise time. In most cases of interest, the current rise

time is determined by external parameters such as the load inductance, which has

been neglected in the analysis. Since the experimental data show that the sh',ck

compression tine is not a controlling parameter, this analysis is not
N I

particularl, pertinent.

The noxt section treats magnetic .Re)ynolds number effect-. Equations

(1) and (2) are correct, i.e.:

R cuN (A.1)

And 1

38 3M a (us - V) (A.2)
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However, the assumption is made that

V = auB h (A.3)

where a is the generator loading coefficient, a carryover front open-cycle MHD

generator analysis where the induced magnetic fields are small compared to the

static magnetic field, and B.. .... B is the magnetic field well ahead of the

conducting sheet". This form of anaiysis has a number of fundamental problems.

The concept of using a generator loading coefficient is misleading since c is

usually defined in terms of the static magnetic field, I3, i.e., 1i
= Electric Field Due to Load = V 1 (A.4)

Open Circuit Electrical Field H * uB
0

The error arises in using a UB in place of V/h to describe the current0

density j. The correct treatment of this matter is discussed in Section 3.2.and (131.

The analysis proceeds to evaluate the constant N by introducing the con-

cept that the average of the dynamic magnetic fields, B1 and B2 is equal to the

static field B . In the process of solving the equations, a minus sign ap-
0

parently is lost. The proper expression for the magnetic field in this approxi-

mation is:
2BO(.1--)exoQp3ou(a-x)} + aB (A.5)

B (l+expio uoa) B

which effects the form of both equations (5) and (7) on page 5-5 of {11). The

exponent in the numerator of equation (7) as given in the text is not dimension-

ally correct.

Reference {11} then examines the question of "circuit rise time", starting i
on page 5-7. rhe statement is made that "In a shielded generatcr, the inductance

is mainly that of the conducting sheet itself . .", without defining what a

shielded generator is. Without discussing the significance of the inductance

formula, equation (18), which ap,>ears to be short two dimensions, and neglecting

our previously published work, {4}, which showed that the conducting sheet had a

non-negligible self-inductan'e (60 times the magnitude predicated by equation

(8)), the analysis goes on to predict 3 to 7 microseconds rise time. The later

experimental work under this program (12), showed the rise time to be about an

order of magnitude larger.

The analvsis then continues on page 5-10 to discuss the "well-shtolded"

generator, with the statement that the time derivative of the intornal Inditctance

49 I
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i s approximately zero, and that for an "unshielded" device, the inductance is a

function of x so that there will be a time derivative. What the authors are

f probably referring to is the generator construction used in the 4" x 6" channel

described in f5). Here, one electrode was bonded to the external pressure con-

- [ tainment vessel, while the other electrode was supported on an insulating block.

Electrically, the pressure containment vessel looks like the outer conductor of a

rectangular coaxial cable, with the inner conductor being a rectangular slab dis-

placed toward one of the sides. While the relationship which expresses the in-

ductance per unit length of the coaxial generator, which is of the form

in r,/r2, is different than the relationship for the inductance per unit length

of the parallel plate generator; there is still an appreciable inductance in the

coaxial generator. It, therefore, follows that as the conducting plasma sllg

shortens the generator length, the inductance will change. Particularly under

pulsed conditions where the skin effect may cause the return path through the

permeable iron containment vessel to appear to have a higher impedance than the

path through the copper electrode, the internal magnetic field distribution of

the coaxial generator can approach that of the parallel plate generator. we

[ust, ther'efore, conclude that the assumption which neglects the time rate of

change of the inductance is not justified.

A.2.2 Hercules, Inc., Experimental Results

The results of experiments in back-to-back 0.155 m diameter explosive

I driven MHD channels are reported in (12). Additional data, which is soon to be

published, has been made available ior analysis by C. Bangerter. This material

includes photographs of oscilloscope traces, test data for all recorded shots and

preliminary current and voltage measurements derived from most oscilloscope

pictures. Figure A.2 from (M1} shows the major details of the experiment. Table

A-2 gives a majority of the experimental details for each shot. The terms East

and West refer to locations of each channels East or West of the explotion

chamber.

In order to prenent a clear jicture of the basic operation of the gen-

erator, we first look at tha open-circuit performance of the two generatoral

then their perf rmance under load, and then sumaria. their porformance on

voltage-current diagrama.

Iso
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Figure 4.2

HERCUL.ES X-MIID CHANNEL SCHEMATIC WITH MAGNETIC FIELD PROFILE AND
PHOTOGRAPH
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One fact which emerged from preliminary analysis was that output of the

generator was markedly influenced by the presence of the driver used to initiate

the main charge. This driver, which usually contained about 5 gms of the ex-I
plosive PETN in the form of "detasheet", is used to initiate the charge uniformly.

This effect is so marked that the data only made sense if we presented it in

terms of the "driver" channel and the "driven" channel. In most cases the driver

was in the East channel.

A.2.2.1 Open-Circuit Voltage Measurements

The first shot, X-MHD 1, measured open-circuit voltages in both

channels. Figure A.3 is the oscilloscope trace for that shot. It is interesting

to note that with the driver in the East channel, the voltage came up first on

the West, or driven channel, to a value of about 2640 v, while the voltage in

the driver channel rose about 5 microseconds later to a value of about 1660 v.

We note that the voltage pulse on the driven channel lasted for about 170 micro-

seconds, while the voltage pulse on the driver channel lasted for about 210

microseconds. This implies that there is a connection between pulse shape,

length, and induced voltage.

To investigate the influence of the magnetic field profile on the pulse

shape, we have attempted to fit the observed pulse shapes from the driver and

driven channels with a pulse shape derived from the magnetic field profile,

under the assumption that the conducting plasma slug is short in axial extent

.owgparud so the field graJiont. and Litat jr hua uniform velocity. The results

of this analysis are shown in Figure A.4. The most clearly defined points are

the ends of the electrode, where the voltage starts and stops.

From this detailed analysis of all phases of the pulse, we conclude J
that the offeetive velocity in the West channel is about 1.6 times-the velocity

in the East channel, i.e., the velocity In the West channel is about 5400 Km/sec,

and in the Fast channel, 3300 Km/soc, which is about the same ratio as the open-

circuit voltages. A disparity between the channel with the driver and the driven

channel, while usually not as large as in this experiment, is note4 in all later

shots.

Shot X-Mi~D 2 is another open-circuit experiment, this time at a

preasure of 10 Torr of air. The oscilloscope trace is shown in f'yur" A.S. The

peak voltage on the East fdriver) channel is 2760 volts and the peak voltage on

..........-..._ . ......
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ANALYSIS OF HERCULES •,HO X-.tII 1.I
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Firirn No. X4M¶II-2 Date June 11, 1974

Charge Specification.s:
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the West (driven) channel is 3150 volts. Comparing the two voltage pulses with

the magnetic field profile, similar to the analysis given in Figure A.3, yields

a velocity of about 7.25 Km/sec for the driven channel and 6.67 Km/sec for the

driver channel.

Figure A.6 is the oscilloscope trace for shot X-MHD 9, which is another

open-circuit experiment. The pressure is 11 Torr of a helium-air mixture. The

oscilloscope pictures are somewhat confusing. The driven channel voltage pulse,

recorded on the top oscilloscope trace, instead o. rising sharply, takes almost

80 microseconds to reach the peak, while the East channel. has the expected rapid

rise, but then shows a negative overshoot at late times. The overshoot is

probably due to an internal short which has set-up rather large circulating

currents, displacing the ground reference point. The measured peak voltage on

the East channel is 2240 V, while the peak voltage on the West was about 2300 V,

which occurred at about 100 usec. Because of the "inductive kick" in rast

channel trace and the odd shape for the West channel trace, this data will not be

considered critically in the ovGrall analysis. This is the sort of electrical

breakdown we referred to in Section 2.3 when discussing the selection of gas to

initially fill the channel. For shots 1 and 2, the residual gas was air at 10

Torrt for this shot helium with an unknown ouiatntity of leaked-in air.

Shot X-MHlD 'Y is an open-circuit voltaqe experiment with 650 Torr of

helium in the channel. On the basis of the induced peak voltages, i.e., 2370

volts an tO West channel and 2520 volts e" the East channel, and the shape of

the voltage pulse, which is determined by the maqnetic field profile following

the prooduros used _r Fiqure A.. we estimate the initial velocity in the West
•drven} channel to b about 4.6 Kmi/sec. The voltag: on the East (driver)

channel gives an initial velocity of about 4.9 Waco. An analysis of tho pulse

Thi-s sho has all ot th•o cha ot'ceistics of an @xpl)tosiY driven holius'

flle4d shock tubd and Its W"O~vlor should be U01.1 described by the theory po

tented in QW.

Table A-) suwwrixos the opo-cfreuit shots. Tho avera•e VtAlu@ for O

derived from this data is O.S6 Tsla-aters, Vhich iplio an ofttict* lectrde

"separatiot of 0.17 m for a MatWtic Induction of L.IS Teala. Ths;* actual
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TABLE A-3

Ya." Driver Prof ile Drivcn Pro fi>
S Cury. Voltage AvfalysI% ,1 ot a go w

Air 40 it 240U 3.33 MM

2 Air 1011 2 760 6.47 3 1S W.

Hr 0O 11 2370 3.91 252b 1



I

diameter is 0.155 m, and the minimum separation between electrodes is 0.148 m.

The reason for the apparent high effective Bd is not known.

Shot X-MIID 10, which is not reproduced here, was fired with 2 Torr of

He in the channel. Again, the "open-circuit" voltage measurements show violent

baseline shifts, indicative of extensive internal breakdown. It is again seen

that air, which behaves as an electronegative gas because of the electron

affinity of 0, to form 0-, is preferred as an initial filling gas over helium.

Ii In most previous experiments, the effective uBd product has been about

0.8 of the value derived from the product of the separately measured values for

I each physical quantity. This discrepancy was one reason for suspecting that

there were circulating currents in the plasma slug. In addition, the u&e of a

circular channel with the electrodes occupying a 700 segment on each side of the

channel should reduce the effective diameter below the geometric diameter be-

"cause of the circulating currents which must be set-up to keep the electrode

surface an equi-potential. The best open-circuit data available, shot X-MHD 2,

which had 10 Torr of air in the channel, yields an effective electrode

separation of 0.127 m, which is witnin the expected range.

I A.2.2.2. Measurements under Load

The first mea:surements made with load resistors which approximately

* I match the generator internal resistance were on shot X-MHD 6. The driver channel

(East) had a 25 milliohm load, the driven (West) channel, a 4.89 milliohm load.

The voltage-current data from the driver channel, Figure A.7, indicates an

effective load resistance of 60 to 70 nilliohms, much larger than the measured

value. (The effective resistances for most loads used in this series of shots

I was usually much higher than the measured value. The reason for these differ-

ences is not clear. It has been speculated that oxide coatings or the connect-

ions to the aluminum electrodes may be the cause for the increased resistance.)

For some reason the voltage trace for the driven (West) chqnnel wlent off-scale.

The data sheet suggests that the leads might be incorrectly identified. However,

since those portions of the voltage traces, which are visible, are crinci:lunt

with the current pulse fe.-' the West channel, and are not coincident with tho

shorter pulse on the East channel, we conclude that the leads wert indoeo|

correctly identified, but that the osc4 lloscope scale factors are wrong.
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The next shot which produced analyzable data was X-MIID 12, which was

fired with a lcwer magnetic field, about 3.15 Tesla, in place of the 3.35 Tesla

used in the other experiments. The measured current through the 4.89 milliohms

load was 62.4 kA. The voltage trace was on a 4300 V/cm scale, which meant that

the deflection was just about trace width (0.2 cm). For comparison purposes, it

is estimated that the peak current would have been 70.6 kA, if the magnetic

current had been at its nominal value of 11,000 amperes.

For sho~t X-MiID 13, the data channels appear to be mixed up on the West

channel. Whz~t -;q purported t~o be the current rises rapidly, and then goes

jnegative after the pu!i;> while what is supposedly the voltage, rises slowly,

peaks and then returns to zero. Th' .iscrepancy can be seen by plottinq the data

j as a time trajectory on a voltage-current t~lot. The original data is shown

Vpirtted in Figure A.8 as the crosses. In this "trajiectory", the current is about

60 kA when the voltage comes on. A more plausible interpretation is to assume

I.. the traces were reversed. This analysis produces the trajectory where the siata

points are shown as circlec in Figizre A. 9. As will be seen from the analysis of

other shots, this is the normal trajectory. The apparent load resistance in this

in~terpretation is atbout 37 milliohms.

j Voltage-current trajectories for shots X-NJID 14, 15, 16 and 19 are

shown in Figure A.8 throu-.jh A.11. The apparent load resistance is determined

ffrom the measured current and voltage at a time when the current is approxilhately
flat, L~e,, dI/dt wC. Table A-4 summarizes the observed mload resistances*, and

provides a comparison with the mtoasured resistance of the load resistor. Since

the obsetvad value is determined when dl/dt - 0, the variance cannot be due to

inductive effects, but must be dxie to contact reristarce in the load circuit.

The "observed load recistance" is the valu2 which should be used in evaluating

the generator power output.

The data from the *drivaor and "drivon" channels is shown in Figures

jA.12 Ond A.11. The data can be summarized by using a relation of the type;

V4u a 4d - 1R~

I ~Wh~ro V. is the 9anarator terminal voltage whon producing a current I

throuqh an external load, 8 is the static magnetic induction#, d, the electrode

I ~separation. A~ and u~, are the interial generator rosistanea and ci fective gas

62



TABLE A-4 i

EFFECT LOAD RESISTANCES -_MILLIOHMS

R Apparent RT,
N(. E L W E. 14

0 25 - 50 -

12 4.89 4.89 1.5 -

13 0 8.3 37

14 994 8.42 9.0

15 8.3 8.22 49 10.4

16 8.42 4.89 33 6.8

17 8.3 8.22

18 8.3 8.22

19 8.3 8.22 23 I1.5
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velocities determined from the data in Figures A.12 and A.13. Using the sub-

script r for the driver channel and the subscript n for the driven channel, we

have:

Vr = 5224 Bd -0.033 I

V = 6157 Bd -0.021 I

The authors of {12} recognize the problem and address various ways of

initiating the charge in a manner such that the detonation products from the

initiating system are not injected into the channel ahead of the seeded detonat-

ion products.

From Figures A.12 and A.13, it appears that the peak power output of the

driven generator can be about 129 MW, dnd the driver generator about 60 MW. Thii

means that the maximum output of the driver generator can only be less than 1/2

of the driven generator.

Table II of (12) shows a maximum output of the driven generator of

11.8 kJ for test X-MiD 14. In this test, the driver channel was open-circuited,

whereas, the abstract stat~es that ". . . due to magnetic field non-unitotmity anc

asymetric drive of the two channels, it kroduced 18 kilojoules. Two thirds of

this was produced in the channel which was properly driven.' Nowhere in Tatle

II is there any data which shows mot- than 11.8 kJ being produced. In shot

X-MHD 16, only 10.55 kJ were produ.ed betweev the two channels. In shot X-MRtD

15, ý.17 kJ. Wo havo expimined the cffectz of the asymetric Jrive ,nd agree with

the conclusion that if both channcls had boen hooked to appropriate loads the

gonerator .0oul4 have produced 18 kJW: however, the -fact is that; It did not!

The abstract of t12 thon qoes on to sLte, "Calulations which correvt

for those two conditions predict an efficiency of 6% would have boun obtain-ti

. Allowi,;z, for it additional explosivo to be used in the plan* wave

generator. the convoruion efficiency of shot X-MaI 14 actually was about .

Assuming that the othor channel had bot connected to the optimum load to do1tVe'

an additional 5.5 kJ. as indicatod by tho rlationa discussed above, the ovexall

qffiei-ncy would ha" been l.•. If we further assume that both channels could

put out 11.8 kJ. the conversion efficiency would still be? only about St, and not

the 8a cited in the abstract.

'9
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The question of magnetic field non-uniformity is never discussed in the

text. With a magnet of the size shown in Figure 14 of (12), the field should beI suhistantially uniform over the 0.155 m channel diameter. What the authors

probably refer to is the fact that the magnetic induction has fallen off to

negligible values after the plasma has traveled about 0.8 m; see Figure A -.

This was inherent in the design of the experiment. One usually does not have a

strong MilD interaction if the magnetic field vanishes. I" is true rhi 'f they

had a longer magnet they probably could have produced longer pul:;es and cýnverted

more of the chemical input energy to electrical energy in their load. but the1

did not. While on this topic, we should note thit in tl2! near the top &t pagu

6, the authors discuss pulse lengths and claim, "Reasonably flat topped puhBs:

durations of 20-400 microcecoads are attainable . . and then conclude, thil;

paragraph with the statement, "Longer flat top pulse duration will probal17 rtv-

quire tailoring of explosive characteristics and for channel area contouri;q

which probably can extend pulse duration to 750-1000 microseconds 4t tolori.ble

loading.' The experimental data presented in (12) neither supportr nor con-

tradicts these claims. As we have previously stated in Chapter 4. experimental

demonstration off long duration explosive driven 141D generator pulses is a kety

milestonv in developing eplosive MUD technology for usieul applications.

We conclude that the Hercules, inc., swerastr has made a valuable con-

trj""tixn t1% the ounloaive driven Vito qenerator technoltq?, It has 4101, trat.1 the operation, of back-to-back channels facing a2 sinql* explosive charge, a eon-
co-pt, which was proposed indapondently in 0. ft has -also shown that by goinq

eploSAvo loading density of 5.29 K/n oprdt h $K/

*io o h ot reported it% a, b7 increAsino thw magnetic itductioni

Irun 2.3 t00i1 to 3.35 tOsLa, that the elwatica.1 to elecettical conversion

eif iciettey cian be is~novod.
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gradients are cf the magnitude necessary, when in a magnetic field, to initiate
a thermal instability phenomenon descdfibed as "T-layers" in the plasma. While
this mechanism is adequate to describe the maintenance of the conductivity, it
does not explain the conductivity observed in the absence of a magnetic field in

the seeded detonation products near the explosion. To identify key problem
areas, several scaled-up MIID generator designs are examined, as well asthe
prospect of using explosive driven MIID generator technology as a switch for dis-
charging fast capacitor banks. The major unresolved question is what is the
maximum pulse duration that c:an be achieved in explosive driven MIlD generators.
Recent experimental work, which is reviewed, does not extend time durations
beyond previously observed times of several huAred microseconds; however, Lhe
circulating current models discribed ebove predict that pulse times of the
order of I millisecond can be achieved.
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